PRIMITIVE HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS WHICH MAINTAIN LIFE-LONG HEMATOPOIESIS PRODUCE BOTH SHORT-AND LONG-LIVING CLONES AS REVEALED BY RADIATION
Kinetics of individual CFU-S (Colony-Forming Unit -Spleen) clones marked with unique radiation markers was studied in sublethally irradiated (5-7 Gy) mice in order to trace hematopoietic clones in vivo in the absence of gene transfer and cell transplantation. Bone marrow was collected repeatedly every 3-5 months from femurs of the same mice throughout 20-month period and injected into irradiated recipients for karyological analysis of CFU-S-10. The fate of 136 individual cell clones was followed up in vivo in 8 mice. Polyclonal hematopoiesis has been maintained by simultaneously functioning of 2-15 usually small (1-3 CFU-S) clones. The 90% clones were observed for not more than 4 months. The clones replaced each other according to the model of clonal succession. About 10% of the clones essentially survived during the whole life of a mouse (20 months). As a rule the size of such longliving clones was 15-20 fold larger than of the short-living. The data show for the first time, that the primitive HSC consists of at least 2 categories of precursors -one of them probably does not proliferate from the moment of determination and completely preserves its development potential, whereas the second category of HSC probably undergoes 1-3 mitosis after determination and comes back in a condition of less deep Go from which they can be easier triggered in a cell cycle, though their potential is reduced and they form only short-living clones. Thus, both categories of primitive HSC survive during the whole life, but only one category functions according to the model of clonal succession, forming replacing each other small short-living clones, while second is capable to maintain hematopoiesis during the whole life of the animal.
